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This document has been developed by 5 settings in Lancashire to exemplify elements of
good practice in AfL in the Early Years. Each setting and each cohort is different; AFL is
about finding what works in your classroom for you and your children. This may vary year on
year, setting to setting. There is no perfect example of how this can be done. Remember to
be flexible and adapt your practice according to the needs of the children.
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What is Assessment for Learning?
Definition from the Assessment Reform group (2002)
‘Assessment for learning is the process of seeking and interpreting evidence for use
by learners and their teachers to decide where the learners are in their learning, where
they need to go and how best to get there.’

Assessment for learning in the EYFS is based on the same principles and processes as in
any other year group but strategies will need to be adapted to suit the needs and
developmental level of each child.

Purpose of AfL
To ensure progression
To personalise the curriculum by tailoring it to meet the children's needs and
interests
To make children independent learners
To build confidence and self esteem
To empower the child and give them autonomy over and ownership of their learning
To encourage risk taking, exploration, investigation and enquiry
To help children to reflect on what they have learnt
To create a secure and safe environment where there is no fear of failure and
children are resilient and persevere

Key Questions to ask in your setting
Does everyone have a clear understanding of AfL?
Is AfL well embedded across school?
Are the key principles and elements consistent with the rest of school?
Does your environment enable and reflect independent learning?
Are all adults and children actively engaged in the approach to AfL in your school?
Are the skills which children are developing being continued and built on as they move
through the school?
Are parents informed of how their child is progressing and how they can support this at
home?
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Enabling Your Environments
Be prepared for September! "You know the time, you get them ready for PE, get them in a
line, walk them to the hall then as soon as they are in a big space they run around like ants!
So now the training begins; praise those doing what you expect and encourage the rest to
do the same."
Accessibility to learning is key - resources need to be labelled well or even in see through
tubs. Children have to be trained to know what they are/not allowed to access. Give the
children the tools to do it themselves in order to promote independent learning.
Basic resources and clearly designed areas of continuous provision should be established
then can be enhanced and developed throughout the year. Remember resources need to be
of the highest possible quality for your budget - make use of reclaimed materials.

Outdoor Mark Making trolly. Children can access
various writing implements independently.
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The outdoor sand area has different provision from
the sand indoors. Wet sand outdoors and dry
indoors provide different experiences.

The workshop area provides a range of resources, Outdoor wtaer area, tray and guttering provides
clearly labelled for independent access.
water play on a larger scale.

Toilet doors- notice the sound buttons on labels to consolidate phonics teaching.
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If space is limited, think creatively for storage Indoor water area-key vocabularly is displayed to
systems. Continuous provision can be achieved in ensure appropriate language development. All
the smallest of classrooms.
continous resources are modelled in their use to
encourage the children to use them independently.
Enhancements are added throughout the year to
follow the children's interests and enhance topics.

The marking making area has a range of writing implements available as well as a wide variety of papers
and card. Magnetic letters and dry wipe boards are also continuously available.
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A cosy reading area that invites children in is
essential. Magazines are also available as well as
books, puppets and a listening station.
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Challenge baskets in the continuos
ensures play is purposeful and engaging.

provision

Links to Real Life

Make learning purposeful and exciting by linking to 'real life'.

This school were having a Trim Trail installed.
When the digger arrived to dig holes for the posts
the EYFS children were fascinated. Digging soon
became the hot topic.

The children asked for spades and wanted to start
digging themselves.

The teacher saw this as a great opportunity to do
recap on some work the class had done on
growing things. She suggested that the children dig
up the pots which they had planted potatoes in
earlier in the year.
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The children were amazed at what they found. 33
potatoes! One child then decided not only to count
them but to arrange them by size from smallest to
largest.
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Parental Involvement
As parents are the child's first educator it is essential we have a strong partnership with them
to build up a picture of the whole child. There are a number of ways to actively involve
parents including:
Using school texts system to keep them updated e.g. news, website updates
Newsletters
Questionnaire at the start/end of the year
Sharing curriculum targets with parents
Induction evenings
Workshops
Stay and play
Notice boards

"Photo Curriculum"
"Tree of Hope"
The Early Learning Goals for the six areas of learning are
highlighted and photographs of what they look like in action
are displayed.
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Parents share their hopes and dreams with
the staff at the induction meeting. These are
all written on a card with the child's photo on
and kept on the tree all year. They are revisited at the end of the year parents'
consultation progress meetings to see if
they have been met.

Week Beginning: 8th November 2010
This week we will be focusing on the rhyme ‘twinkle, twinkle little
star’.

We will………

Recreate Van Gogh’s picture ‘Starry Night’.
Use a range of equipment to explore making stars by putting 2 triangles
together.
Direct bee-bot (a programmable toy) around numbered stars to develop
number recognition.
Go on a star number hunt outside.
Make repeating patterns using star shapes.
Sew a star shape, developing fine motor skills.
Order star numbers 1-5 and beyond where appropriate.
Tracing round star shapes.
Make a given number of play-dough stars.
Order the rhyme ‘twinkle, twinkle little star’.
Roll a dice, recognise the number and collect that number of stars.
Rescue sinking stars from the moon swamp (hair gel!) using tweezers.
Make stars using art straws (2 triangles).
Use star links to make models.

If you have any questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact the early
year's team, who will be more than happy to help you.
At home....

Many thanks,
The Early Years Team
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Sing the song ‘Twinkle Twinkle little star together.
Give your child a collection of night/day clothes. Ask
them to sort the clothes into the 2 piles – night and
day clothes.
Talk about the differences between night time and
day time.
Make star shapes together using cutlery, paper, wool,
string etc.

Some useful AfL Strategies.

Sharing learning
intentions

Target setting

Clear success
criteria

Effective
questioning

Constructive
Feedback and
marking
Pupil self and peer
evaluation

Learning Objectives linked to ELG's.
Learning Objectives

Clear child friendly
learning objectives
and success
criteria.

Differentiation by
ability.

Key Questions
planned for.

Simple observation record linked to
success criteria.
Summary/next steps box for recording
targets for individuals/groups and
changes to provision.
Triangle system used to identify
confidence of each child.
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Example: Providing challenge and promoting independence

Here you can see how one EYFS Practitioner has adapted the ‘working wall’ idea, used in
many classrooms, for use with her reception children. Their theme for the week is written on
the board along with challenges and tasks for the children to try out throughout the week.
This is an excellent way of promoting independent learning but it also means all adults in the
room know exactly what is happening during the week and parents too.

Success Criteria
Example: Developing success criteria with the children
After the half term break some children took postcards into school from their holidays. The
teacher used this experience of writing postcards to inform her planning and gave the
children an opportunity to write a postcard during a guided writing session.
The class had already started working on their ‘bears’ topic and were reading the book
‘Whatever Next’ by Jill Murphy. The teacher planned for the children to work in small groups
to write a postcard to Mummy Bear about Baby Bear’s trip to the moon.

The class looked at and read together real postcards discussing layout and content. From
there they generated some success criteria to use in their writing session.
During the session the teacher referred back to the success criteria while the more able
readers could do this independently. The children wrote for a purpose, correctly using the
features of a postcard.
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During the plenary session the teacher modelled how to assess their writing against the
success criteria. She then asked the children to work with their talk partner to assess their
own work and even suggest things they could improve!
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Constructive Feedback and Marking
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These pictures resulted from a story "the Lion and the Rat" which had been read by the teacher to support PSED.
One boy Patrick decided that he wanted to do the story on the computer. Patrick has previously been reluctant to
write or join in with group activities. On completion of the task the teacher praised him and this influenced the rest
of the class to write the story too!
Since this Patrick is now regularly writing on the computer and in the writing area. He has grown in confidence and
joins in activities with his classmates.
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Self and Peer Evaluation
Provide plentiful opportunities for children to share and talk about their learning.

Eliza called her friends together: - "Let's make a
satellite dish!" She then proceeded to give
instructions to the others...
"We'll need some tape and a tube for fixing it to
the house...Now we need to make it shiny! Get
some foil and some glue!"
Callum: - Why are you doing this?
Eliza: - "We need to be able to watch TV in our
play house!"
Eliza continued with her project long after the
others abandoned it and then took it outside to
set it up in the role play shed outside!

A small group of children took on roles in the
flower shop role play area. They took turns and
negociated roles. They copied and further
developed what they had observed an adult
model earlier in the week.
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The children worked together in the the indoor
and outdoor role play areas, taking on roels and
creating their own scenarios. Providing a rnage of
reosurces for the children to select from ensured
that ther was a wide range of language use, turn
taking and collaboration.

After finding a pirate treasure map, these children sat
down to work out how to find the hidden treasure.
Having a stimulus for play ensured creative and
purposeful learning.
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Change your provision in light of children's discussions.
Example: Specific Area of the Curriculum Targeted from Observations of Children's
Discussions

Matilda and Erin were reading together in the story corner. They began to read the story of
Isobel going to the seaside with her mummy and her friend.
Isobel is of Caribbean Heritage and her skin colour is brown. Her friend in the story is white.
Matilda has an Indian Grandparent on her mother's side and has darker skin than Erin. Erin
is blonde and very pale skinned.
Matilda and Erin started to discuss this.
Erin: "Your face is a little bit brown."
Matilda: "Yes but not as brown as the girl in the book."
Erin: "No, not that brown!"
Matilda: "And your face is really white."
Listening in to this the support staff asked the girls if they would like to draw a picture of their
faces. She took out the different skin coloured crayons. The girls drew their faces.
For the rest of the week the crayons were left in the creative area with a mirror so that all of
the children could draw their own faces and those of other people they know.
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Example: Adapting the Provision to Match the Interests of the Children
This week had been planned to focus on houses and our homes. The role play area was a
house. The children began to use the tablecloth and the bedding to make dens. Outside
there were big boxes, these had been planned for constructing a house but also became
dens.
By Wednesday afternoon houses were abandoned and den making began. The class moved
into the woods and made 'Real Dens'!
It was a brilliant move as it also helped with PSED; sharing had been on plans for the week.
Den making in the woods meant everyone had to work as a team and take it in turns. The
teacher was able to target PSED as originally planned despite the change in theme.
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Example: Planning from the children's interests
At one school the head teacher had been on safari whilst on holiday and mentioned this to
the children. This sparked the EYFS children's interest and they wrote a letter to the head
teacher asking her to come and tell them more about her safari. The head then replied to
say she would come and speak to them about this. The teacher was then able to tailor her
provision to include this new interest.
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Target Setting
Example: Targets for an Individual Child (Child not aware of targets)

When Marcus started school he was very reluctant to talk and to join in; he kept himself
very much to himself. However one aspect of the continuous provision that he enjoyed
was construction; not merely playing in the bricks like most of the boys, but talking in
detail about his creations.
Here is Marcus outside building towers. He decided to add leaves because it made it
look better-"like a tree". Marcus talked about his construction with a friend.

Developing this, the staff realised that construction was the way forward with Marcus and
it was important that they catered the provision for him.
At Christmas Marcus wanted to build a sleigh. He constructed sleighs out of Duplo and
stickle bricks and made a larger sleigh with chairs in the classroom. All the time he talked
through what he was doing.
The teacher then decided to bring in the DT trolley and asked Marcus to take the lead in
the construction of a "real sleigh". (The process of using the DT trolley, tools etc was
heavily supervised!)
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This is Marcus working on his sleigh. He directed all of the children and told them all
what to do. He was able to listen to suggestions from other children and was able to
negotiate.

The children were very proud of the results.
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In the creative area staff made sure that there were pictures of buildings and
opportunities to "build" out of the boundaries. Marcus made Blackpool Tower. "This is
Blackpool Tower, my Daddy took me to Jungle Jims."
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Marcus was also a reluctant writer. It was obvious that he needed encouragement and
this could be done by introducing buildings into the setting. The topic at the time was
explorers and the rest of the class were enjoying using the role play area, which was a
tent, so the staff did not want to alter this.
Therefore they made the construction area into a building workshop. Signs and
costumes were put in as well as an office. By doing this the setting was adapted to
encourage Marcus to attempt some writing, but the teacher did not have to take away
the provision that was working for the rest of the class.
Marcus wrote a list of materials that needed to be ordered for the building workshop.
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Marcus enjoyed using the tape measure and taking measurements of things in the
classroom.

Marcus was encouraged to speak and to write by tailoring some of the classroom
provision to his interests. Since then the school have been able to build on this and have
encouraged Marcus to move away from his comfort zone of construction and buildings.
Marcus' writing in March 2011.
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Example: Targets for an Individual Child (Child aware of own targets)

Megan has always been a confident writer.
Megan's Mark Making in September 2010.

Megan's writing ability improved quickly.
Megan's Writing in February 2011.
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By Easter 2011 Megan was consistently writing sentences consistently using capital
letters and full stops.
Megan's story book in March 2011.
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Megan's next step was to become more confident with punctuation. Megan and her
teacher read books together that had exclamation marks and question marks in and
talked about their use.
They then wrote sentences together with these in. Megan began to use them in her
writing.
Megan's independent writing in April 2011. She brought this to the teacher and said "Is
this what you meant Mrs Haigh?"

Megan now enjoys an "in joke" with the staff, in the voice of an adult she will say "Megan
have you used exclamation marks!" and rolls her eyes!
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Here you can see she used an exclamation mark again. Megan's writing in June 2011.
Megan presented this to her teacher who told her how fantastic it was- and before the
teacher could say it … she said "how about a sentence with a question mark?" She then
added this to her work.
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